
RIGHT: Bikini 
and intimates 
label Abby 
Rose is 
designed and 
handmade in 
Queensland. 
www.abbyrose 
bikinis.com
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In the  
(sustainable) swim

As with any part of your wardrobe that you 
want to take eco, when picking a new pair of 

togs ask: Who made them? And where? Local 
brands are likely to have a smaller carbon footprint 
than imported ones. What are they made from? 
There are sustainable alternatives to synthetics like 
Lycra, including Repreve, made from recycled 
plastic bottles, and Econyl, made from regenerated 
materials from landfills and oceans – think: 
fishing nets turned into swimmers.

Being a green beach babe has never been 
easier, says eco-model Amanda Rootsey.

Shapes in the Sand 
creates limited 
edition, Australian-
made, eco-friendly 
swimwear, which 
embodies the 
environment 
through fresh, bold 
designs. www.
shapesinthesand.
com.au

Amanda Rootsey is an eco-model and 
co-founder of Vegan Era and the Vegan Card. 

Her newest venture, Shine From Within, teaches 
girls the importance of self-love, wellness and 
eco-friendly living. www.amandarootsey.com.au

Expert Q+A:
 Ellie Rhodes, 

designer,  
Elle Evans,  
www.elleevans 
swimwear.com.au

What inspired you to 
create Elle Evans? It probably started when, at 
age four, I took a pair of worn-out, hand-me-
down bathers that was destined for the rag bin, 
and made a one-piece for my doll, Rosie. After 
studying applied fashion design and working for 
a Melbourne-based label, I saw first-hand the 
damage the fashion industry can do. So I decided 
I would do what I could to lessen the impact and 
to educate others about mindful fashion.
How is the brand sustainable? I use only 
post-consumer waste fabrics – remnants from 
bigger companies that would otherwise go to 
landfill – or recycled nylon. Our printing 
process uses water-based inks, recycles paper 
cores, and has no waste water run-off. My 
patterns and the cutting out of each swimsuit 
are specifically designed to end up with 
minimum fabric waste. I also sew instructive 
labels into each garment to help reduce energy 
consumption through washing and drying, 
which is usually the most environmentally 
harmful part of a garment’s life.
What should we consider when buying 
swimmers? Most importantly – love it! If it’s 

comfortable, flattering and good quality, 
you’ll increase its life. Secondly, check the 
fabric: more labels are using partly or 
entirely recycled nylon. Manufacturing 

recycled nylon uses 80 percent less 
energy than manufacturing virgin 

nylon. If they’re not bragging about 
using recycled fabrics (which 
they should be) then ask them 

– the more companies realise this 
matters to their customers, the 

more likely they are to change. Finally, 
support local businesses, so you know 

where your swimsuit was made, and 
under what conditions.

Got a question about  
green fashion?
Ask us on Facebook, www.facebook.
com/NatureAndHealth

ABOVE: Koru Swimwear uses eco-friendly recycled 
materials and bulk-dyed fabric processed without 
water waste and pollution.  
www.koruswimwear.com

RIGHT: Elle Evans creates low-impact, sustainable 
swimwear for those who care about fashion and the 
future. www.elleevansswimwear.com.au


